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1. INTRODUCTION 
The BCS platform (Business Communication Server ) consists of a centralized infrastructure which 

connects the clients that are typically VoIP telephones or soft-phones. The soft-phone BcsBar for 

Microsoft Windows operating systems is the client application that is specifically made for BCS. The 

software, except for the gateway WebRTC Asterisk, was made entirely by Alceo while, as regards of the 

hardware parts (VoIP phones, VoIP gateway/ISDN), third-party devices have been integrated. 

BCS is standards-compliant VoIP (for the complete list of references, see "Appendix: Index of reference 

documents  " on page 47 ); this means that the central infrastructure BCS allows its users to use 

different VoIP phones or soft-phones and also to communicate with users of other VoIP systems; 

similarly BcsBar can also be used independently from the BCS. 

There is a similarity between VoIP and internet email: when a company activates a mail server and 

chooses a domain name, it is immediately able to create new email addresses and allow employees to 

freely exchange email messages, both internally and with external users. Equally, when a company buys 

the platform BCS and chooses a domain name (if not already owns it) is allows employees to 

communicate internally or with external users via the many services available (telephone, video, 

presence, instant messaging, ...). 

The following diagram is the map of the components of the platform BCS which highlights the highly 

modular product; in purple you see the software modules created by Alceo; the forms with the symbol 

of the integrated circuit represent the hardware components. 
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 The document is not intended to be an exhaustive exposition of the technical specifications of the 

product also because, as said, it is totally compliant with VoIP/SIP standards. The document deepens the 

stand out features of the product by clarifying, for example, how the standard protocols have been used 

to obtain specific functionalities. 
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2. CENTRALIZED INFRASTRUCTURE  
The centralized infrastructure of BCS contains the resources which constitute the core of the platform. 

The centralized infrastructure consists of 4 elements. 

 BCS servers; 

 Administrative Tools and analysis; 

 IVR server; 

 VoIP gateway. 

BCS SERVER 

The BCS Server is the central element of the platform. It was developed for Microsoft Windows 

operating system; it can be installed on machines with operating system Windows Vista Business, 

Windows 7 Enterprise, Windows 8 Enterprise, Windows 8.1 Enterprise, Windows 10 Enterprise, all 

editions of Windows Server 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2012 R2 32 or 64 bits. It also can be installed in virtual 

machines. 

It also requires a database system Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or later. 

 

The BCS Server offers a comprehensive set of services based on SIP protocol whose design has had the 

following objectives: 

 Replicate the phone user experience by providing the total part of the services offered by a modern PBX. 

 Offer those extra features typical of VoIP technology; for example, support remote users, direct calls via the 

internet and via ITSP (Internet Telephony Service Providers ), connection of peripheral offices. 

 Provide advanced applications and additional services perfectly integrated in the platform; for example contact-

center for business inbound and outbound, integration service headings, …. 

The server is composed of a group of modules, each of which performs a very specific task. One aspect 

that is common to all modules is that they communicate with each other using only the SIP protocols 

and HTTP. This simplifies network configuration (firewall, NAT, …) as well as the maintenance and the 

search for possible problems (SIP is a text-based protocol therefore, unlike the binary protocols, it is 

more easily analyzable). It also allows maximum freedom in the choice of the installation position of the 

modules on the same machine for an all-in-one solution , on multiple machines in the local network or 

even in geographical network. The more critical or used modules can be performed in multiple instances 

in order to increase the reliability of the system or to distribute the load. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE BCS SERVER 

The following paragraphs illustrate the main peculiarity of the modules that compose the BCS Server. 

After having shown the individual modules, the overall operation of the BCS Server will be explained. 

Some modules have a role well formalized within the scope of the SIP Protocol (SIP proxy , registrar 

server , presence server which together constitute a SIP server ), others are specific of the BCS platform. 
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SipProxy: the SIP proxy and registrar server 

As known the SIP protocol is a protocol type peer-to-peer. The SIP proxy is the program that is 

interposed in communications between user-agent and user-agent, by submitting requests and 

responses from one to another: one user-agent sends requests to the proxy rather than directly to 

another user-agent. The proxy in turn connects to the user-agent destination and forwards the original 

request, it receives the reply and forward it to the user-agent initial. 

If the exchange of SIP messages is aimed at the establishment of a session audio and/or video, once in 

session, the exchange of audio/video streams occurs without the intermediation of the proxy. 

The recording is another basic concept of the SIP protocol. The recording is the method by which a SIP 

server learns the current location of a user. The server that handles to acquire recordings and place 

them at the disposal of the proxy (so that it can submit the correct SIP messages to legitimate 

recipients) is called the registrar server . 

The application SipProxy BCS plays the role of a stateful proxy and registrar server for a single domain 

(multiple instances can be performed to manage different domains). 

 SipProxy, in addition to performing all the tasks envisaged by the SIP protocol, adds or refines multiple 

functionalities. 

Features of media proxy 

SipProxy is able to direct the flows of media (voice, video, …) toward a media proxy (separate process 

but is part of the application itself). The media proxy is activated when there is the need to define a 

point of forced passage of the flows of the media. Here are the typical case that requires the 

intervention of the media proxy: 

 Policies of Call Admission Control (CAC) to apply on the communications that pass through the internet; 

 Simplification NAT traversal by the media; for example in the case of multi-office installations when the 

offices are not served by dedicated connections. 

 Recording VoIP conversations (call-logger ) centrally. 

The media proxy supports media based on transport UDP and TCP. 

Support of URI globally routable (GRUU) 

The use of URI globally routable allows the crossing private network/public network by new SIP dialogs 

generated from previous SIP dialogs and, in fact, ensures the implementation in the geographic network 

of any telephone operation. Between the common tasks that require this mechanism to be 

implemented in geographical networks there is the completion of a call transfer with consultation and 

the interception of the call. This means that users, separately located, will have all of the telephone 

functions, just as if operated connected to a single traditional switchboard. 

Address aliases support  

Users can be assigned to multiple aliases. Often a user has a mnemonic name easier to remember and a 

numerical alias more easy to compose on a pad of a telephone (for example, selection passing use; 

gradual passage from a traditional PBX to BCS platform). 
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Groups of call 

SipProxy is able to faithfully reproduce the implementation of groups calling, typical of traditional 

telephone exchanges. You can define linear assemblies, parallel and cyclic. 

Classes of Service 

The classes of service are an instrument that makes more efficient the management of sets of users with 

similar characteristics. 

Users with similar characteristics can be inserted in the same class of service to check from a single point 

such as: working hours, filters on incoming calls, filters on outgoing calls, granted telephone operations. 

Intelligent routing of requests 

SipProxy is able to route intelligently requests combining logic borrowed from the traditional telephone 

switchboards and more modern logics of VoIP world linked to the concepts of presence. 

SipProxy is able to: 

 Use a destination of voice-mail to route requests for which it was not possible to find the addressee. 

 Implement of forwards (fixed call forwarding) or time or on busy or on the basis of individual users. 

 Block requests destined for a user that has been declared in the state "Do Not Disturb". 

 Forward requests to the alternative contact information when the user is not registered (recorded from the point 

of view of SIP) in the BCS system. 

 Apply filters to request incoming or outgoing functions of caller and or a time. 

 Forward differently requests depending on time. 

 Block certain telephone operations (call transfers, interception) depending on the user performing the operation. 

 Apply the just explained rules coherently when a certain user is selected as a member of a group or as an 

operator of contact-center. 

The following diagram shows in detail the decision that SipProxy assumes for routing a request. 
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What described is precisely the principle of the distribution of calls with the contact-center logic. The 

logic of contact-center requires the forwarding of calls based on algorithms ( ACDAutomated Call 

Distributor ) and SBR (Skill Based Routing ) as well as a powerful and flexible management of the calling 

queues. SipProxy entrusts the task of selecting the operator more suitable to the application Hal 

(described later in this document). 

Production of data for statistics 

This feature is described in detail in the section "StatPrep: preparation of statistical data " on page 13 . 

Authentication of registrations and authorizations 

The authentication procedure allows the proxy/registrar to verify the identity of a user (i.e. that the user 

is exactly who he says to be). 

 It also allows you to authorize access to particular or prized resources. Typically the calls to a VoIP 

gateway/ISDN require authentication to ensure use only to users identified and authorized. 

SipProxy allows you to specify which requests must be authenticated or authorized. 

Moreover SipProxy, in addition to supporting the authentication typical digest scheme of SIP and HTTP 

and based on an account name and password that supports the scheme of Curberos Authentication in 

Microsoft Windows environment enables authentication using the same Windows credentials and then 

without the need to use a different name and a password (for more information see "Single Sign-on " on 

page 28 ). 

C6: the presence server 

The presence information typically allows a user to know the status of another user. You could imagine 

a direct exchange peer-to-peer from client to client. But instead the existence of a presence server 

provides many more services. Here are the main advantages of the server: 

 Publishes presence information even for those users who are not currently online; 

 Preserves the presence information persistently; 

 Applys the policies defined at central level for access to information; 

 Aggregates information from different sources in a single document of presence. For example, in the platform 

BCS currently the presence status is composed of information derived from five distinct origins: 

 From the registrar server that determines if the user in a certain moment is reachable or not. 

 From the System Configuration (editable by the administrator or user itself, depending on the permissions) 

that via the parameters of reachability can define a set of telephone numbers to use alternatively when the 

client is not registered (then if the user is not registered but has defined an alternative delivery, the 

document presence compound from the Presence server, says that the user is reachable). 

 From the server of the conference that informs you when the user is participating in a scheduled 

conference. 

 From a calendar service (for example, Microsoft Exchange; see "Outlook Calendar and presence of BCS " 

on page 29 ) that informs you when the user is engaged in a scheduled meeting or an appointment. 

 From a client that informs, for example, if the user is on the phone or it is removed from its station (it is 

considered that the user has been removed from its location when the screen saver or when energy saving 

Disables the screen are activated). 

C6, the Presence server of BCS, was made strictly following the numerous specific regulations on the 

subject (for an exhaustive list, see Appendix: Index of reference documents  - Presence  on page 47 ). 
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Therefore it is able to acquire, process, retransmit standard documents of presence from and towards 

any user-agent. 

It implements the important extensions that enhance the BCS platform: 

Management of user profile 

In the BCS platform the mechanism of presence was used as a mean of transportation for each user 

profile. For user profile we mean the personal work settings chosen by a user. In other words, each user 

at the time of access to the system from any workstation obtains through a notification regarding 

information on it’s profile. This profile is loaded in the location where the user has made the access 

which thus assumes the behavior preferred by the user. 

Below are explained in detail which information currently make up the user profile: 

 Preferences . The settings of the behavior of the client application that are applicable to any workstation (for 

example, the automatic response of the workstation). 

 Reachability . Contains information on the way in which the BCS servers and in particular SipProxy attempts 

to reach the user. For more information see the paragraph "Intelligent routing of requests " on page 9 . 

 List of speed dial (or buddy list ). Contains the list of users frequently called. Among the users defined in this 

list you can select the ones you want to know the status of presence and those authorized to obtain confidential 

presence information. 

 Responsibilities . The skills are a concept linked to the contact-center: calls that arrive at a contact-center are 

transferred to operators according to various criteria, one of which is indeed based on the  skills of the operator. 

For more information see "Hal: assigning tasks to the operators of the contact-center " on page 15 . 

The work status of the operators of a contact-center 

The work status of the user/operator is an information on which the contact-center of the platform 

bases its decisions. The contemplated states, typical of each contact-center are the following: 

 "ABSENT". The operator did not login to the system. 

 "Ready". The operator has logged into the system and has no activities in progress. 

 "Paused". The operator, while being present, is taking a break from work. 

 "selected" is a state of pre-work in which the operator is booked for a task of type telephone or non-telephone 

that will begin shortly. 

 "session". The operator is doing a job of type phone call (inbound or outbound call) for contact-center. 

 "Post work". The operator has just concluded a work type phone and is completing the final activity before 

returning to "Ready". 

 "Non phone work". The operator is doing a job of type non-phone (for example, working on email messages). 

Rich Presence  

The Rich Presence defined in "RFC 4482 - Rich Presence Extensions to the Presence Information Data 

Format (PIDF) " defines a large set of elements applicable to the state and for each element it defines a 

broad set of values. The presence server of BCS uses the following elements and the following values. 

 The state of the person: 

 "online" (open ). The user has declared itself prepared to accept new sessions and is reachable, i.e. BCS 

knows how to route requests to him; 

 "unreachable" (closed ). The user is not currently reachable (it is not registered or has not defined 

alternative contact information). 

 "on the phone" ( on-the-phone ). The user is present but at the moment is on the phone. This does not mean 

that it does not accept new calls even if, obviously, it is not advisable to contact him at that moment. 

 "not at the computer" (away ). The user is present but has moved away from its desk. 
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 "Out of Office". The user is not logged in to the system but is equally accessible through an alternative 

delivery. 

 "busy" (busy ). The user does not want to be disturbed or, in other words, is declared not available. In this 

state the BCS does not route requests. In other words: requests for the user (new sessions or instant 

messages) are rejected with the response "480 Temporarily Unavailable" or if the user has activated the 

voice-mail, are forwarded to this service. Note that the user can add a text comment further detail the 

reason for the unavailability (for example: "I’ll be back after lunch break"). 

 "User not active" (permanent absence- ). The user account has been disabled by the administrator (for 

example, because the user is no  longer employed by the company). 

 "Holidays" (holiday ). The user is associated with a time and at that time of the current day it is considered 

a holiday. 

 "not in working hours". The user is associated with a time and at that time of the day of the current week it 

is not considered as working time. 

 "Meeting" (meeting ), "appointment" (appointment ) are scheduled tasks formed from the calendar of the 

user. 

 "Conference" is an activity derived from the planning of the conferences of Conference Server , of the 

Conference of the BCS platform. 

 Services: 

 Using combinations of classes and relationships of the services of the presence, the user contact 

information defined in the address book of BCS is published (landline, fax, e-mail, …). 

 The presence services are also used to publish the addresses of colleagues defined in BCS (if a user is not 

available, thanks to this information of the presence you can contact a colleague). 

 Support of partial publications 

The PIDF format (Presence Information Document Format ) used to draw up the presence document 

defines the XML structure adopted to describe the presence information. One of the characteristics of 

the PIDF format is that the document must always contain all the information of presence defined. In 

some cases the presence document is of considerable size and small variations therein cause the 

transmission of large amounts of data. For this reason mechanisms for publishing partial documents of 

presence were developed; i.e. documents of presence that show only variations of content. 

These mechanisms are based on selection language XPath XML . 

StatPrep: preparation of statistical data 

The basic principle for the statistical system of BCS Server is that SIP messages that pass through an 

instance (or multiple instances) of SipProxy contain almost all the information necessary to perform 

statistical calculations. 

 

Observe, for example, messages that pass through SipProxy in a simple call from UserA to UserB: 

 

Will use       SipProxy      UserB    Session State 

  |   Invite   |            | 

  |----------->|  INVITE    |      Start of call 

  |   trying   |----------->| 

  |<-----------|            | 

  |            |  ringing   | 

  |   RINGING  |<-----------|      Start of ringback 

  |<-----------|            | 

  |            |     OK     | 

  |     OK     |<-----------| 

  |<-----------|            |      Initiating connection 

      ACK |    |            | 
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  |----------->|    ACK     | 

  |            |----------->| 

  |            |            | 

  |            |    BYE     | 

  |     BYE    |<-----------| 

  |<-----------|            |      Disconnected 

  |     OK     |            | 

  |----------->|    OK      | 

  |            |----------->| 

 

In the previous message flow it can be seen how certain messages can match a change of state of the 

session. Therefore it is quite straightforward to detect the start time of the call (it corresponds to the 

initial message INVITE), the moment of connection (corresponds to the OK message sent from SipProxy 

to the user that has generated the call) and the time of disconnection (corresponds to the time of 

sending the BYE message from the SipProxy). 

Therefore the analysis of the flow of SIP messages allows you to rebuild the sessions and many other 

relevant information for statistical purposes. However the reconstruction work is not performed by 

SipProxy both because it is a difficult task that would unnecessarily burden critical application, and 

because it does not need to be performed in real time. The task of SipProxy is therefore limited in 

copying SIP messages that are important for the reconstruction of the sessions in a text file; more 

precisely in an XML file. The XML file, in addition to the messages, contains the date and time of 

transmission of the message as well as a possible additional field that shows clearly the recipient or the 

sender of the message that sometimes is not explicitly present in SIP messages (e.g.: the call via an alias 

that appears simply as an alias in SIP messages and not the true address; the call to a group in which the 

SIP messages do not contain the indication of the member of the group that responded; the redirection 

of a call; call forwarding; the call to a queue of contact-center...). 

In summary the tasks of SipProxy are only the following: 

 Registration of SIP messages to an XML file. 

 Filter SIP messages in order to write on file only those that may be of interest to the statistical files (i.e., only 

about 15 % of messages handled by SipProxy). 

  Integration of SIP messages with the date and time of transmission and the eventual real recipient or sender 

message. 

StatPrep is the application that processes the XML file in order to structure them as records of a 

relational database in Microsoft SQL Server. 

The structure of windows is public, therefore it will be possible to perform statistics by normal SQL 

queries or through the program unistats that is part of the BCS platform and described in the section 

dedicated to administration tools and analysis. 

The following diagram shows the entire process of statistical data. 
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More information on the statistics are given in the section "UniStatWeb  " on page 30 . 

MemoCall: notifications from the messaging system 

MemoCall is a module based on MWI protocol (Message Waiting Indicator ) built on the mechanism 

subscribe/notify of the SIP protocol. This protocol is specifically designed to notify in real time the status 

of a message box. MemoCall autonomously maintains the status of a message box and this allows the 

BCS to offer wide flexibility in choice of message boxes: you can use both standard electronic mailboxes 

and proprietary boxes based, for example, on databases. 

Hal: assigning tasks to the operators of the contact-center 

Hal is the application that processes requests of operators from other modules of the platform. Based 

on assessments of status and configuration of the system, it locates in the shortest time the operator 

more suitable to meet the demand. It is then the task of the requesting application to assign to the 

operator the task to be performed: typically phone calls are transferred to the operator but other 

modules can assign to the operator non-telephone activities; such as email messages or chat sessions. 

Hal allows to accurately calibrate the strategies of assigning phone and non-telephone sessions. 

 

Hal is also responsible for the management of the queues and the publication in real time of all 

operating data (number of operators at work, average waiting time in queue, …) 

The definition of the tasks of Hal is simple but the parameters on which it operates to make its own 

choices are very articulated. The following paragraphs illustrate in detail the operational logic of Hal. 

 

The BCS administrator can define a set of skills and freely assign subsets of these skills to each user of 

the BCS who works as an operator of a contact-center. For some skills (chosen by the administrator of 

the BCS) the operator can chose whether to assume or not possession. 

You can also indicate what degree an operator has for a given competence. The degrees of competence 

to meet any need are four. 

The skills are simply indicated by a symbol or a name; for example "appliances", "food". 

 

Another key concept of Hal is the classes of the request . 

The classes of request define groups of operators using Boolean expressions whose operands are the 

skills. An operator with certain skills belongs to a class of request if his skills verify the boolean 

expression that identifies the class. 

The degrees of skills also determine the degree of belonging to the class of the request. For example: if 

an operator belongs to a class of request with the degree of principal, he will be selectable immediately 

when a request for such competencies submitted; if an operator has a lower degree (support) he will be 
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selected only if within a certain time from the arrival of a request for the specific skill there is no 

principal available operator. 

 Obviously an operator may belong to one or more classes of request. For example, if CA and CB are two 

distinct skills, CA and CB is an expression that identifies the operators who have both the skill CA and the 

skill CB ; instead CA or CB identifies operators who possess the skill CA and/or the competence CB . 

The classes of requests are identified by normal SIP addresses; for example 

"sip:Assistenza@domain.net". When a user calls a class of request SipProxy uses Hal to identify the 

recipient. Hal operates in the following manner: between all operators belonging to the class of request, 

it identifies those that are in the status "ready" (an operator is located in the "Ready" status if he has 

done the login to the system and has no assigned task) and that has no activity in progress. Then it sorts 

this set of operators on the basis of one of the following criteria ( ACDAutomated Call Distributor ; this 

criteria is a configurable parameter of the class of request): 

 The time elapsed from the last activity done (descending sort order). 

 The total time spent in doing the activities (ascending). 

Finally it selects the first operator of the ordered set and returns it to SipProxy that will assign the call. 

If at the time of the request there is no free operator, the request is queued. The request remains in the 

queue until there is a free operator. While waiting in the queue Hal is able to communicate the position 

in queue and estimated time of the queue. 

Other parameters available to define the behavior of the class of the request are the following: 

 A timeout or maximum waiting time in queue after which the request is canceled. 

 A threshold input based on calendar that defines the weekly hours and holidays. 

 An input threshold based on the length of the queue : namely, if at the time of the request there are already M 

queued requests, the request is rejected. 

 An input threshold based on the estimated time of waiting in queue : i.e. if the estimated time of waiting in the 

queue for a new request exceeds of N seconds, then the request is rejected. 

 The time of enlargement to operators of lower degree  a queued request can be served by operators with powers 

of a lower grade . 

 The simultaneity between sessions telephone and non-telephone: If the simultaneity is allowed, an operator 

already engaged in a phone session can simultaneously be also assigned a non-phone session. You can control 

the number of non-phone sessions that an operator can perform simultaneously. 

Finally, since operators can belong to multiple classes of request it is possible to define a priority among 

the classes of request. The priority is a number between 1 and 9. Lower numbers correspond to highest 

priorities. If two classes of request with different priorities have queued requests and an operator 

belonging to both classes of request is free, then the operator is assigned to the class of the request 

with the highest priority regardless of "seniority" of the request. 

Hal keeps constantly updated a set of performance counters for each class of request. The counters are 

published through the mechanism of the presence and this means that everyone (for example, an 

operator, supervisor, an application that controls a device such as a display or dashboard ) can carry out 

a subscription to the class of request to analyze these counters. 

Here are the main counters published in real time. 

 Average waiting time (in seconds) of the requests currently in queue. 
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 Rate of service of the class; i.e. the number of requests per minute served (assigned to operator). 

 The number of requests that are currently in the queue. 

 The total number of operators belonging to the class. 

 Counting of operators divided by status and degree. 

 The waiting time in seconds of the oldest request currently in queue. 

 The average waiting time limit (in seconds) in the queue. This counter is calculated using a sampling carried out 

at regular time intervals and carrying out each time a weighted average of the new value with the previous ones, 

giving more importance to the most recent values. 

 Average Abandon Time in seconds. Represents the weighted average of the times of requests that leave 

voluntarily the queue (caller hanging up). It is recalculated whenever there is a request that leaves the queue. At 

midnight each day this counter is reset to 0. 

 Daily count (reset at midnight each day) requests canceled because of exceeding the maximum waiting time in 

queue. 

 Daily count (reset at midnight each day) requests that leave voluntarily the queue (hang up or waiver of the 

caller). 

  Operators that belong to the class of request and their degree. 

Dialer: the engine of the outbound contact-center 

The Dialer is the module which adds to the contact-center of BCS the functionality of an outbound 

contact-center.  

The Dialer, that receives as input the lists of numbers to call, calls in a direct or indirect manner these 

contacts on behalf of the operators of the contact-center thus optimizing their activity. 

Generating outbound calls requires the use of BcsBar, BCS’ soft-phone. 

 

An outbound contact-center always needs the integration with an external specific application (e.g., 

Telemarketing, Help Desk, Customer Relationship Management, Computer Aided Telephone 

Interviewing) to obtain the lists of phone numbers to dial and call scheduling. The integration is achieved 

through the realization of connectors , software components with a programming interface that, 

through the implementation of a few methods, allows the exchange of information between the Dialer 

and the external application. 

When the dialer is in a position to make a call for the operators of a certain class of request (this 

condition is determined by the monitoring of the class of request that returns times, number of 

operators at work, …), it asks a number to call via connector. The external application returns a number 

to call and a reference (handle ) to an object of the number (for example a customer card of an 

application of telemarketing); Dialer does not question what constitutes the reference received, it 

simply deals it to the BcsBar of the operator who will manage the call; in this way BcsBar, through 

appropriate software integration (plug-in ) with the external application, will be able to submit to the 

operator the Customer tab. At the end of the operation the dialer uses once again the connector to 

return the outcome of the call (busy, no answer, connected to … operator) to the external application. 
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After having obtained the number to call, the dialer requires an operator of the class of the request. The 

operation has been  described in the previous paragraph "Hal: assigning tasks to the operators of the 

contact-center ". 

In this phase the dialer can assume two different behaviors: 

 Sequential mode wherein the Dialer generates a call only after an operator has been assigned. This mode 

favors the accuracy in the handling of calls made. 

 Predictive mode wherein the Dialer generates a call before an operator has been assigned. This mode allows 

you to increase the volume of calls by optimizing the working times of the operators. 

Below are explained in greater detail the two modes of operation which can be simultaneously active on 

separate classes of request. 

Sequential mode 

The dialer requires an operator of a certain class of request. When an operator is assigned, BcsBar 

receives at the same time the number to call and the reference (handle ) to the object of the external 

application. Through the reference you can obtain data from external application (requires a 

development for integration with the external application). The call is carried out  by the client 

application: you can choose whether the call should begin automatically without the intervention of the 

operator or if the operator initiates the call (for example, in order to give them the time to examine the 

customer tab). 
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Predictive Mode 

Dialer generates a call before an operator has actually been assigned. The ideal timing allows to obtain 

the coincidence between the time in which an operator will actually be assigned and the moment in 
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which the called party will answer the call. In this mode it is dialer that calls the number directly 

managing also the failed calls and, at the moment when the called party answers, it performs the blind 

transfer of the call to the operator assigned. 
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The Dialer is based on statistical data collected during the operation to make its forecasts. The main 

information used is: 

 The mean and standard deviation of the rate of service; instant of the last request assigned to operator; location 

of queued request. This is information received from the HAL module previously described. This information 

can be used to predict the time after  the request the operator will be selected. 

 Distribution of responsiveness of outgoing calls, including also the time for calls with negative outcome. This 

information allows you to predict how long it will take to answer a call. 

These statistics enable a Dialer to calculate the timing as a function of the percentage of probability P 

that an operator is assigned before the called answers. The administrator is allowed to set the value of 

P: low values of P determine an "aggressive"  strategy which increases the volumes of calls; higher 

values determine a strategy more "conservative" which decreases the number of connected calls for 

which there is an operator already assigned. 

 

An example may clarify the principle of predictive mode. 

 In function of the percentage of probability P is calculated: 

 The N number of seconds after which Hal will assign an operator for the request. In other words: after N 

seconds from the request the probability that Hal has assigned an operator is P. The more P increases so does N. 

 The number M of seconds before the called answers. In other words: after M seconds from the beginning of the 

call the probability that the person called has not yet answered is P. The more P increases, M decreases. 

If the dialer requires an operator at 10.00.00 and statistical data indicate the following timing as a 

function of the probability: 

P N M 

≥ 

90% 

≥ 68 

sec 

≤12 

sec 

≥ ≥ 71 ≤10 
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95% sec sec 

By setting a probability to 90%, Dialer will begin the call at 10.00.54; by setting the Dialer to 95%, it will 

begin at 10.00.59. 

In reality the Dialer applies some compensation to take account of the number of operators at work, of 

high variances in the statistical data and of the eventuality that the activities just started and statistical 

data is not yet consolidated. 

MailRouterServer: processing of email in the contact-center 

MailRouterServer is the module that applies to the workflow of email messages the logics of BCS 

contact-center thus ensuring that received messages are dealt in the shortest possible time by the most 

highly qualified personnel. 

MailRouterServer requires an association between classes of request of contact-center BCS and email 

addresses. The specified addresses are associated directly to an SMTP server or to a mail folder 

monitored via POP3 and IMAP. 

When a message arrives to a monitored email address, MailRouterServer asks Hal for an operator of the 

associated class of request. 

After an operator has been assigned to the message, MailRouterServer sends a copy of the message. 

The operator receives a copy of the message (in the usual email program) and automatically enters a 

non-phone work session. At the end of the processing of the message the operator manually terminates 

the non-phone work session. 

ConferenceServer 

The name of the module is illustrative of the functionality performed. The servers of audio and video 

conferences of BCS platform allows you to create a permanent conference room or based on schedules 

entered by authorized users. ConferenceServer is formed internally by four main components: 

 The interactive voice component. It is used to accommodate the participants in the conference that call the 

system, to request authentication, to announce the addition of new participants to the conference that has 

already begun, to call participants in the case of dial-out conferences, … 

 The conference bridge audio. Is the component that mixes and redistributes the audio streams among the 

participants of the conference. It is assisted by a VAD (voice activity detector )  to suppress background noise in 

conferences with more than ten users. It manages up to 128 participants divided into one or more rooms; each 

room can have a size different from that of the other. 

 The conference bridge video. Is always assisted by a VAD to transmit to all the participants the video source 

from the participant who is speaking or a fixed image, if the participant who is speaking does not transmit its 

video. 

 The Notifications component. It can send to participants a reminder of the event before the conference. During 

the conference it keeps the participants informed of the names of all other active participants according to the 

standard defined in "RFC 4575 - A Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Event Package for Conference State ". 

C6ws: Access to the capabilities of the platform through web service  

A web service is a software component that is designed to support the interoperability between 

different applications on the same network. Its main feature is to provide a software interface through 

which other applications may require to the web service, using standard protocols such as HTTP, the 

execution of the operations described in the interface itself. 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4575
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The web service used in the realization of web applications allows to easily separate the operating logic 

of the application and services from the pages of the interface that are presented to the user. 

Thus the web service of BCS does not introduce new features but makes available through another 

communication channel what is already natively accessible through the SIP protocol. 

Here is the list of the services of BCS accessible via web service: 

 Presence; 

 Directory search of BCS; 

 Search in external directories; 

 Setting personal preferences; 

 Chat 1-1. 

A typical use of web service of BCS is the realization of soft-phone in web pages; for example, web pages 

with soft-phone allow users browsing the page to call a contact-center or a business automatic service 

of place operator (POA). 

 

For the audio and video communication there are two solutions currently available that can also be 

activated at the same time: 

 The Adobe platform composed by client (Adobe Flash Player ) and server (Adobe Media Server ). It is a 

technology that supports many desktop operating systems; but  limited support on mobile devices. 

 The use of the protocol WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication ) recently incorporated in the internet 

browser via the VoIP gateway/WebRTC Asterisk that transforms the WebRTC sessions in standard VoIP 

sessions. It is a technology that is progressively consolidating itself. Currently it is not supported by all the most 

popular browsers (for example is not supported by Microsoft Internet Explorer). 

The web service of C6ws provides access to other services of the platform (e.g., the presence allows you 

to know the waiting times to access the contact-center, the chat allows you to exchange messages with 

an operator, …). 

 

In the diagram we show the communication channels used by the soft-phone web to communicate with 

the server. Web applications may be made by means of the conventional development based on the 

web server and/or by means of a Flash application (if you have chosen Adobe Media Server technology). 
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DbSip: Configuration and coordination of BCS modules 

Each of the applications described above operates on a certain data domain and have a certain 

configuration. For example SipProxy must know what the domain users are and where they are 

registered to be able to successfully submit requests. A relational database is the ideal place to store 

such information. However, the traditional connection to the database (using queries in SQL language 

and answers) does not represent the ideal access method. For example: if an administrator adds a new 

user to the domain, SipProxy may not know until it asks a new question to the database. 

The role of DbSip is to be interposed between the other applications of the BCS Server and the database 

server itself. 

No application except DbSip directly accesses the database. Applications access data using the 

instruments provided by the SIP protocol. 

The language of the data manipulation is based on XML; the commands and responses in XML are 

inserted in the body of SIP messages. Two communication schemes of SIP protocol are used: general 

transactions to update the database and subscription for reading data. In other words there is not a 

questioning language because each application gets all the data of relevance through a subscription to 

DbSip. DbSip always keeps the application updated by sending them as quickly as possible any variation 

of the data of its relevance in the body of the notifications related to the subscription. This means that 

an application has always available locally a complete copy and updated data of relevance. In a later 

section will be demonstrated how this approach is also useful for improving the reliability of the system. 

THE BCS SERVER AT WORK 

The next chart includes a client and system management application to highlight all the arrangements 

for exchanging information with the BCS Server under examination. 
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Each type of line represents a different type of communication: 

The gray line represents the communication with a database made by ADO. The double line represents a 

SIP subscription (orientation is from subscriber toward notifier ). The single line represents a general 

transaction with a request type register, publish or message. 

For the sake of clarity SipProxy was divided into its components proxy and registrar server. 

 

The registrar server needs to know DbSip through the set of all users in the domain to work. To do this it 

emits a subscription type "x-reg" (owner). The registrar server obviously also has the option to update 

the information on the accesses. To do this it sends the update within a request type message. 

The Proxy instead needs to know from DbSip all active accesses both dynamic (i.e. made through 

registration to the registrar server) and static (i.e. defined by the configuration program; typically those 

of IVR systems and VoIP gateway/ISDN); other information necessary to the proxy is the information on 

the reachability of users. The information is obtained through a subscription to DbSip type "x-proxy" 

(owner). 

 WebAdmin, the management tool described below, obtaines from DbSip information on any part of the 

system through a subscription type "x-manager" owner. WebAdmin obviously can update the 

configuration of the system through requests type MESSAGE to DbSip. 

C6 obtains from DbSip status information of all users through a subscription type "x-pres" owner. C6 

also has the ability to update the presence status of users through requests of type message to DbSip. 

Hal obtains from DbSip information on the status of work and phone state of all operators of the 

contact-center and the definitions to all existing classes of request by a subscription type "x-Hal" 

(owner). 
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Hal also publishes information about the classes of request (length queues, estimated times of waiting, 

operators to jobs, operators, paused, …) with requests of type PUBLISH to C6. 

SipProxy and Dialer ask Hal for the selection of an operator by requests type subscription. 

The client application (BcsBar) provides to C6 the information on its state through requests of type 

PUBLISH. It also acquires the information on its state (configuration) and the status of other users (Field 

Lamps, view colleagues) using standard subscription type "presence" to C6. 

HIGH RELIABILITY 

The reliability is essentially based on two complementary mechanisms that allow the server to operate 

even in the event of a crash of one of the applications that forms it. First of all there is no application, 

with the notable exception of Hal (described at the end of this section), that maintains an internal state 

therefore it is possible to have multiple symmetrical instances running (i.e. multiple instances that can 

perform the same tasks) on the same machine or, better still, on separate machines. The criteria for 

used to choose whether to contact a certain instance rather than another are based on the use of DNS, 

according to what described in the "RFC 3263 - Session Initiation Protocol (SIP): Locating SIP Servers ". In 

a nutshell, multiple addresses and/or doors may correspond to a certain network name. For example, if 

one user-agent must contact a proxy, first it obtains this list from DNS then it tries to contact the first 

proxy of the list, if it fails, it tries with the second and so on. The failure to reach a certain instance does 

not affect the system as long as there is at least one other symmetrical reachable within the network. In 

addition a certain instance, although reachable, may voluntarily not deal with the request by sending a 

precise negative response to the request. The reasons for this behavior might be, for example, a system 

of self-diagnostic of the instance that detects internal problems, or a system of voluntary restraint that 

triggers when the working volumes exceed certain thresholds. 

An application can continue to work normally (for periods not too long) also in the case of inability to 

communicate with DbSip. 

To achieve this capability all applications (except, obviously, the DbSip) share the structure shown in the 

following chart as regards data management. 

 

Data processing 

Local data cache 

Data transfer 

Applicazione DbSip 

MESSAGE: … 

SUBS: … 

 

Data transfer mechanism described at the beginning of this chapter ensures that each application has at 

each instant a copy of perfectly updated data on its own relevance (i.e. the data on which to apply the 

processing). If the connection with DbSip stops, the application can continue to work on local data 

without problems. It is evident that the longer you protracted interruption, the more local data will 

differ from the actual data. As soon as the connection returns available a synchronization of data occurs 

that ensures that local copy and databases contain exactly the same data. 
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Hal and reliability 

As anticipated it is not possible to have a system with multiple instances of Hal running if not in special 

conditions. This is due to the fact that Hal keeps to itself some information about the status of the user 

so that other instances of Hal could make the wrong analysis as the status of the user posted is not 

correct. The information that remains internal to the instance of Hal is a state of "operator selected but 

not yet used" which is a temporary status engaged when an operator that has been selected by Hal for 

the requesting application has not yet been used; this status serves to avoid Hal from selecting multiple  

times in a small amount of time the same operator. When the operator is located internally to Hal in this 

state, in reality its external status is "operator ready". This state is maintained for a few seconds, i.e. for 

a time considered sufficient to ensure that the call actually gets to the operator. 

 

Therefore, seen that it is not possible to have multiple instances of Hal active simultaneously on the 

same Server BCS, to obtain an adequate level of reliability it is necessary to adopt the method shown 

below. 

There can be multiple instances of Hal running on a single BCS system but they have two clearly defined 

roles: primary instances and back-up instances. 

All instances of Hal are always kept informed of the state of work and phone state of all operators. 

To ensure the proper function of the system it is necessary that requests from operators are sent always 

from SipProxy and only to the primary instance of Hal. If requests are sent to multiple instances the 

drawback described at the beginning of this paragraph occur: the same operator may be selected at the 

same time by several instances. 

For this the proxy shall adopt a policy to avoid (or minimize) the possibility to submit requests to 

multiple HAL. 

 

Suppose you have a BCS with two instances of Hal and that the primary instance of Hal fails. 

An instance of SipProxy, after a certain time (between 30 and 60 seconds maximum) detects the 

condition of unavailable of the primary instance and decides that the primary instance of Hal is no 

longer available, then it elects the instance of back-up to the new primary instance and degrades the 

initial primary instance to backup instance; finally it communicates to all other instances of SipProxy its 

decision. All instances of SipProxy remove the pending requests from the old primary instance and they 

move forward (in order of seniority) to the new primary instance. Obviously all new requests are 

forwarded to the new primary instance. 

The disservice to users in the queue is only a short stretch of time in queue. For requests received after 

the passage to the instance of back-up of Hal there is no disservice. The real-time statistics on queues 

undergos an alteration which will be absorbed in a few minutes. 
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The roles of the various instances of Hal remain unchanged even when the faulty instance returns to 

service. However the system administrator has controls to manually elect the primary instance of the 

BCS Server. 

Reliability of DbSip 

DbSip mirroring is an optional configuration of BCS Server that allows you to increase the level of 

reliability of the system as a whole. 

DbSip mirroring allows to run two instances (partners) of DbSip wherein the second instance (mirror) is 

able to take over quickly and automatically the first (main) in the event of failure of the latter. The 

automatic transition, which occurs within a few tens of a second from the time of the failure is called 

failover and is coordinated by a third instance of DbSip (witness) which actively controls the health 

status of the two partners and decides which of the two has the role of main DbSip and which has the 

role of DbSip mirror. All applications of the BCS Server always remain connected to the main DbSip 

(when a failover occurs they relate to the new primary instance). 

Reliability of the database 

The degree of reliability and availability of the various solutions based on SQL Server is widely 

documented by Microsoft. The solutions with high reliability are typically based on clustering services 

(MSCS, Microsoft Clustering Services ) or mirroring . If the company already has a high reliability system, 

which ensures the continuity of use and access to its own heritage of data, it will then be possible to 

install the database of the BCS platform on this system. 

DbSip also allows you to use a technology introduced in SQL Server 2005 called the Database Mirroring . 

This technology represents an excellent compromise between the reliability level offered and the 

implementation costs (does not require dedicated hardware). 

The Database Mirroring (which can be implemented with the standard versions, Enterprise or Developer 

of SQL Server 2005) allows you to keep a copy of the database on an independent body and, in the 

event of failure of the primary server (Main), an automatic or manual mechanism promotes the 

secondary server (mirror). 

The secondary server, or failover partner , is used by the client if a procedure for error handling agent 

diverted the connection toward the partner and the primary server is unavailable. Once the connection 

is established, the reference to the secondary server is placed in the cache and in case a problem occurs 

when the application tries to reconnect to the database, the driver will detect the failover and redirect 

the connection toward the server mirror. 

In a scenario of mirrors the alignment of the database can be done synchronously or asynchronously 

and the following illustration illustrates the flow of data in the two cases. 
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In the scenario on the left (high availability mode or high protection mode depending on the presence or 

absence of Witness), the changes sent by the client are written into the primary database, (or in its t-log 

of the same) and the server sends simultaneously the change request to the partner server; only when 

also the second server has been notified by confirming the change to the client at the end of the 

transaction. In the scenario on the right (high performance mode, it can be implemented with the 

Enterprise version of SQL Server 2005), the confirmation to the client instead is given as soon as they 

have been written to the data in the main database and this introduces a brief period of time in which 

the databases are not aligned. For the BCS server database synchronous mode is recommended. 

INTEGRATION BETWEEN BCS AND SERVICES MICROSOFT WINDOWS  

BCS comprises specific functionality for a tight integration with the services on the Microsoft Windows 

platform. Here are the features it offers: 

 Synchronization between Active Directory users and users of BCS. 

 BcsBar accesses BCS with the same credentials for Windows (single sign-on ). 

 Outlook Contacts can be accessed from the address book of BcsBar. 

 Outlook calendar that determines the state of presence of the user. 

The following figure summarizes the functionality for integration with Microsoft services. 
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Synchronizing Active Directory users 

Thanks to the synchronization with Active Directory, BCS users can be always perfectly aligned with 

business users of Windows. 

BCS allows you to create specific queries for adding, editing and deleting Windows users within BCS. This 

allows, for example, the insertion in the BCS  of a specific subset of Windows users. 

The synchronization procedure is performed periodically according to a configurable schedule. 

The synchronization procedure also allows you to customize the fields that can be imported and the 

mapping between fields of windows and fields of BCS. 

Single Sign-on 

The Single Sign-on allows users to BCS imported from Active Directory to access BCS using the same 

Windows credentials. In other words BcsBar may start without having to enter a user name and 

password but automatically using the same credentials that are used by the user to log on to Windows. 

The authentication process takes place via SIP but the authentication server is to Windows. 

Outlook Contacts and address book of BcsBar 

Thanks to BcsDIS, gateway integration headings, Outlook Contacts stored on the Exchange Server are 

accessible  directly from BcsBar. BcsDIS is the application of SIP server capable of transforming the SIP 

dialog with BcsBar in requests to the web service of Microsoft Exchange. 

Address book integration offers the following services: 
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 Search in your corporate directory and in your Outlook Contacts, both personal and shared. 

 Look-up the remote party in calls. I.e.: for incoming calls the displayed name of the remote user is replaced 

with the name derived from the directories. For example, if the user receives a call from +3904944555667 and 

this number belongs to an entry in any address book, in the display of BcsBar will display the name of the 

person instead of the phone number. 

  Adding new entries to your personal directory : if the remote user of a call is not found in one of the 

headings, the user has the ability to add it to the personal Outlook contacts directly from the diary calls of 

BcsBar. 

 Outgoing call generated by a contact card of Outlook. The standard telephone controls of Outlook are 

implemented by BcsBar. 

Integration Services address book provided by BcsDIS is not limited to web service exchange, but 

alternatively it can be configured to access the generic LDAP server. 

Outlook Calendar and presence of BCS 

As anticipated in the section dedicated to C6, the Presence server to BCS, calendar items from Outlook 

(appointments and meetings) contribute to shaping the presence state of the user. 

BcsDIS via web service of Microsoft Exchange periodically scans the calendar of users and provides 

information to the server of the presence of BCS. The schedule determines presence states "in a 

meeting" or "appointment". 

ADMINISTRATIVE TOOLS AND ANALYSIS 

The BCS platform is equipped with various administrative tools and analysis. 

WEBADMIN 

WebAdmin is the BCS application of server administration. It is a web application from which you can 

configure and monitor all aspects of the operation of the platform. 

WebAdmin allows enabled users to perform the following main tasks: 

 Management of work SIP domains 

 Management of all modules application of the server, including the IVR. 

 Management of the rules call routing 

 Management of users and classes of service 

 Management of contact-center (skills, queues, Hal) 

 Checking the status of the operation and performance of all application modules. 

WebAdmin is an application especially designed for Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) 

 

SUPERVISOR 

Supervisor is an application to monitor in real time the contact-center of BCS. 

Through the use of supervisor it is possible to have an updated situation of the status of the queues and 

the status of the operators. The administrator can create custom views from which he can check the 

most interesting parameters of the contact-center. 
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 The composition of the views occurs through the use of predefined reports extensively customizable. The 

administrator can also save reports and views defined in a project file so that he can easily copy his personal 

settings from one PC to another. The reports allow you to display counts, distributions, variations in time, ... 

The counters that the administrator can choose in the report are the following: 

 Classes of request: 

 Instant average of the maximum waiting time, an indicator of how the maximum time of wait in queue 

changes. This parameter is calculated using a sampling performed at regular intervals and carrying out each 

time a weighted average of the new value with the previous ones, giving more weight to the most recent 

values. At midnight of each day this value is reset to zero. 

 Instant average time of hang-up, an indicator of how the time of hanging-up of the queue changes. It 

represents the weighted average of the times of requests that leave the queue prematurely. It is recalculated 

whenever a request leaves the queue. At midnight of each day this value is reset to zero. 

 Oldest request in queue, the duration of the oldest request in queue. 

 Requests in the queue, the number of queued requests for this class of request. 

  Rate of service, number of calls collected from the queue per minute. 

 Estimated wait time,  calculated as  (queued requests/rate of service). 

 Operator: 

 Declared operators, operators who participate to a class of request. 

 Operators not in session, operators declared in non-notified state. 

 Operators in the session, operators declared in a state other than not notified. 

 Ready operators, operators declared in the ready state. 

 Operators in pause, operators declared in the Pause state. 

 Operators in contact, operators declared in the state in contact. 

 Operators in post-call, operators declared in state post-call. 

 Operators working in non-telephone operators, declared in working state non phone. 

The supervisor gets all the information from the presence server (information about the classes of 

request, information on operators) thanks to an appropriate extensions dl protocol of presence. 

Among the phone features, Supervisor allows also the "silent" inclusion in calls of the operator aimed to 

control or train (Supervisor listens to the conversations between operator and customer, Supervisor 

speaks to the operator without the customer hearing). 

UNISTATWEB  

UniStatWeb is the program for the calculation and management of statistics of the BCS platform. 

UniStatWeb operates on the database of the statistics of the BCS platform. 
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To use the program you do not need to know the SQL language because it already contains a large set of 

predefined reports and is ready to use. 

Using a default report is very simple: you select the command for the creation of a new statistic, you 

choose the desired report from a tree view in which all available reports appear organized into logical 

groups, you define the values of the parameters of the calculation (for example, time interval of the 

calculation values from counting, …) and finally you perform the calculation in the program. 

At the end of the calculation the result will be displayed in a window that allows you to intervene on 

numerous parameters of the presentation: charts enable you to choose your favorite colors, the display 

of the axes and labels etc. In case of tabular form results, the columns can  be resized or exchanged 

between each other and the information can be sorted according to the values assumed by one or more 

columns. 

Of course within the application you can open multiple windows of statistics at the same time. If you 

want, you can also save as dashboards combinations of open windows that are particularly significant 

with a simple click of the mouse. If you combine this feature with the automatic update of statistics in 

the open windows of the application, it becomes possible to construct panels to be always left open 

showing in real time the data of the operation of the applications in the short term (less latency of data 

production from the telephone applications). 

The results of the statistics can be exported in tsv format (Tab Separated Value ) or Adobe PDF. 

UniStatWeb avails itself of the Windows Task Scheduler service to automatically perform various 

operations to deadlines. Scheduled reports allow you to specify a group of statistics whose results are 

sent by electronic mail (SMTP): at the prefixed time the program performs the calculation; adds in an 

attachment to an email message the report in PDF format and sends to the specified recipients. 
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The Scheduled Calculations also allow you to schedule the calculation of a set of statistics and to save 

the results in the database of statistics. This way the creation of a historical archive is totally automated 

and it is possible to program the calculation of particularly onerous statistics (for example, statistics that 

consider time intervals particularly extended) during the night hours and see the results the following 

day without having to wait for the calculation times and without subtracting calculation resources to the 

normal activities of telephone applications (if they reside in the same machine in which the server is 

installed database). 

EXTERNAL ANALYSIS TOOLS 

For specific needs it is possible to provide customized analysis tools. 

 Monitoring the operation of the modules is based on the events of Windows (Event Viewer ) and performance 

counters (Performance Counter ). 

 The BcsSnmp module makes the information accessible and the monitoring events via SNMP (Simple Network 

Management Protocol ). 

 The statistical data is located in a Microsoft SQL Server database whose structure is documented. 

IVR SERVER 

The IVR server (Interactive Voice Responder ) is another element of the centralized infrastructure. The 

name of the IVR server platform is BCS Infovox HMP (Host Media Processing ). The first version of the 

Infovox for cards of voice-processing was achieved in 1994. In 2003 the application has been rewritten 

for the VoIP version. 

Infovox consists of two main applications Infovox Services Creation which is the graphical tool to design 

IVR services. 

The approach adopted for the development of telephone services is based on the following concepts: 

 All the features implemented are enclosed in functional blocks of high level, said nodes, each of which has 

input parameters that define the behavior with precision; the nodes can make their status available through 

public properties. 

 The input parameters are defined by sophisticated expressions that may contain constants, functions, variables, 

and properties of other nodes. 

 The design is done graphically; i.e. the nodes have their own graphical representation and are placed on the 

working area and connected together by arcs up to define a graph that can be interpreted as a flow diagram by 

the phone application. More specifically, an arc connects an output of a node to the input of another. A node is 

equipped with multiple outputs: one for each event that can cause the termination of its execution. 

The other main application of Infovox HMP is Running Services Infovox which is the execution engine 

services designed with Infovox Services Creation. The following diagram illustrates the architecture of 

the Infovox Services Execution. 
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The core of the application is constituted by the interpreter of the files generated by Infovox Services 

Creation. 

The interpreter invokes the execution code of the various nodes by following the flow of the phone 

application. The Nodes interact with the various components of the operating system to obtain the 

desired functions. In the diagram particular attention was given to the voice nodes, call control and fax: 

nodes with voice functions drive the libraries of speech synthesis and speech recognition and shall 

coordinate them with the libraries RTP/RTCP; fax nodes operate on the T.38 protocol; the call control 

nodes translate the operations into SIP transactions. 

All the blocks of the architecture are based on code developed by Alceo and on components of the 

Windows operating system except: RADVISION® SIP Stack® 5.5 (SIP), ScanSoft SpeechPearl®® 8.0 

(Automatic Speech Recognition), Nuance RealSpeak®® 4.0 (Text To Speech). 

CHARACTERISTICS OF INFOVOX SERVICES EXECUTION 
 Call control based on SIP protocol. 

 Receiving and transmitting audio with RTP protocol. 

 Receipt of RTP packets with codec G.711  (A- and Mu-law), G.722, G.726-32, G.729 GSM, iLBC, Speex. 

 Transmission of RTP packets with codec G.711  (A- and Mu-law), G.722, G.726-32, G.729 GSM, iLBC, 

Speex; you can set the length of packets at 10, 20 or 30 milliseconds. 

 Simultaneous operation on a maximum of 128 simultaneous channels. 

 It is able to play files in format Microsoft Wave With GSM encoding and G.711 (A- and Mu-law). 

 Recognition DTMF tones via SIP (INFO method) and via RTP (RFC 2833). 

 Audio playback can be interrupted at any time (for example, because a certain DTMF has been recognized). 

 It is able to recognize the discontinuous transmission DTX (iscontinuous Transmission : i.e. packets are not sent 

if their content is composed only of Silence). 

 It can send out sends the packets in the DTX mode. 

 Implements an algorithm for ordering packets arrived out of sequence. 

 Collects various information to assess the quality of the transmission (packets sent, packets received, packets 

discarded packets lost, out-of-sequence packets and jitter). 

 Implementation of fax according to the IP protocol T.38. 
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THE IVR BCSVOICE SERVICE 

The BCS platform is supplied with an IVR for Infovox HMP already ready to use for general requirements. 

This service implements the following features: 

 Voice-mail 

 Centralized Music on hold  

  Recording of conversations (call-logger ) 

 The fax server 

 Mobility Extension. 

VOIP GATEWAY 

In the BCS platform gateways are intended as devices, software or hardware that allow users of BCS to 

communicate transparently through external networks to the VoIP network of BCS. 

Depending on the network and needs, it employs a different type of gateway. Most types of gateways 

can coexist in the same installation. 

 VOIP GATEWAY/ISDN PATTON
®

  

Patton is a company that produces gateways with ISDN interface that allow the interconnection to the 

public telephone network and/or to the junctions (trunk) of a call center (PBX). 

The gateway converts the SIP signaling and the RTP audio stream or FoIP signaling (Fax over IP ) in ISDN 

protocol and vice versa. 

These hardware devices are also available for mounting in a rack cabinet . 

There are various models that cover the following characteristics: 

 The BRI or PRI 

 From 2 to 120 VoIP calls contemporary. 

 Ports configurable as NT (Network Termination ) or TE (Terminal Equip m ent ) 

 Signalling protocol EURO-ISDN or VN3 or Q.SIG (basic call). 

 BRI in mode point-to-point (PP) or point-multipoint (PMP). 

ISDN/GSM gateways can be connected to ISDN ports of the Patton gateway transforming the Patton (or 

only some of its ports) in a VoIP/GSM gateway. We recommend the gateway of the company 2N ® . 

SOFTRUNK 

Softrunk is a software module created by Alceo for the interconnection of BCS with other VoIP systems 

such as, for example: 

 ITSP ( Internet Telephony Service Provider ). The ITSP are providers who supply public telephone lines 

network using IP instead of via ISDN. The ITSP often have better telephone charges then the traditional 

telephone provider. 

 Skype Connect™. This is the service of Skype
®
 that offers connectivity with the community of Skype. It also 

allows you to use Skype phone provider at affordable rates. Currently Skype Connect only supports voice type 

calls. 

http://www.patton.com/voip-gateway/
http://www.2n.cz/en/products/gsm-gateways/
http://www.2n.cz/en/products/gsm-gateways/
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 Private calls centers (PBX): there are now many pbxs that have VoIP trunks for interconnection with other 

systems. 

An instance of Softrunk manages up to 128 concurrent calls. Calls can be of type voice, video or fax 

(exclusively with the T.38 protocol). 

THE SMSGW 

The SMSgw is a software module created by Alceo that transforms the instant messages VoIP (IM) in 

SMS messages and vice versa. A user of BCS can send an instant message to a number of the mobile 

phones and this will be transformed into an SMS. Vice versa, a mobile phone can send an SMS to a 

number belonging to a user BCS and this will be received by the user BCS as an instant message. 

The SMSgw can manage directly GSM or UMTS devices with single or multi SIM cards. These devices are 

typically connected to the machine through USB ports. The gateway 2N mentioned in the previous 

section has, in addition to the ISDN ports for telephones, a USB port that can be used in parallel for the 

transmission of SMS. 

In the case of installations on virtual machines (where it is not possible to use the USB ports) or 

machines placed in premises where the radio signal is weak or in case you want to have many mobile 

numbers available and/or you want to exchange large volumes of SMS, then it is preferable to directly 

communicate with an SMS Center. 

The SMSgw can also be configured to connect to an SMS service center via internet and the UCP 

protocol (Universal Computer Protocol ). 

ASTERISK
®

 AND ADOBE MEDIA SERVER
®

  

Asterisk and Adobe Media Server products are very popular and flexible and among the various 

capabilities also allow to provide a gateway between BCS  and soft-phones with voice and video 

embedded in web pages. 

Asterisk uses the protocol WebRTC while Adobe Media Server is based on a protocol designed specially 

(RTMP). Each protocol has its own strengths and weaknesses at the moment, with no prevalence of one 

on the other. 

For information on the use in BCS of these particular gateways see "C6ws: Access to the capabilities of 

the platform through web service  " on page20 . 
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3. BCSBAR AND SÈMKI 
BcsBar and Sèmkì are the names of the two client applications of BCS platform. 

BcsBar is a Desktop type application for Windows operating system. Sèmki is an application for 

smartphones running Google Android, Apple iOS and Microsoft Windows Phone operating systems. 

They are soft-phones that allow you to take advantage of all the services offered by BCS and, being 

developed on standard protocols (for the list of the protocols for reference see "Appendix: Index of 

reference documents  " on page 47 ), may also be used in Other Systems VoIP/SIP. 

COMMON FEATURES 

The two applications, while presenting their own specifications, have many common characteristics. 

PHONE FEATURES AND MULTIMEDIA 

Here is the list of the phone features supported: 

 Execution of outgoing calls. 

 Reply to incoming calls. 

 Refusal of incoming calls. 

 Redirection "on the fly" of incoming calls to another recipient. 

 Knowledge of the calling and called original on incoming call. 

 Hold / Resume a call. 

 Blind Transfer. 

 Consult transfer. 

 Call termination of consultation. 

 Conference to n participants; the focus of the conference can add/exclude other participants. 

 Redirect new call on active call. 

 Queuing call on the active call. 

 Answering a new call on the active call. 

 Call Park. 

 Intercepting calls intended for other users. 

 Booking on busy. 

 Emergency Calls. 

 Audio encoding codec G.729, G.726-32, G.722, G.711, GSM, iLBC, Speex with auto-negotiation. 

 Video encoding using codec H.263-1998, H.264, VP8. 

 Speaker levels adjustment and microphone mute. 

CHAT SESSIONS 

The implementation of chat sessions based on SIP protocol is defined formally in the documents "RFC 

4975 - The Message Session Relay Protocol" and "RFC 4976 - Relay Extensions for the Message Session 

Relay Protocol" of 2007. The MSRP protocol spread rapidly. Its implementation in BcsBar and Sèmki 

offers the following features: 

 Exchange of messages composed of formatted text and images. 

 The possibility of adding to messages one or more file attachments. 

 Large size of individual messages (up to 40 MB). 
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 Indication of the composition of the message by the interlocutor. 

This last feature is useful because, differently from e-mails, chats resemble a sort of conversation. Thus, 

if a user writes a message and does not get a response, he may mistakenly believe that the person is no 

longer following the chat or that the other party is waiting for another message. Knowing that the other 

side is writing a message discards the risk of misunderstandings. 

 RECORDING CONVERSATIONS 

Applications are capable of recording conversations; i.e.: acquire the recorded audio from the 

microphone and the sound received remotely, mix them into a single stream and send them in real time 

within a SIP session toward the central infrastructure of BCS, in Infovox HMP to be specific, that 

centrally stores the conversation. 

PRESENCE SUPPORT  

Particular care has been taken in optimizing the support of presence. 

Applications can assume both the role of PA (Presence Agent ) and the role of PUA (Presence User 

Agent). If entered in the BCS platform, they behave as PUA, because the role of PA is assumed by the 

presence server C6 (see "C6: the presence server " on page 11 ). They are however able to accept at any 

time subscription of presence from other devices. 

In the role of PA the user-agent supports the method of partial publication (see " Support of partial 

publications" on page 13 ). 

Particular care has been taken in setting the emission of the presence documents in oder to comply with 

the requirements of "RFC 3856 to Presence Event Package for the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) ", 

paragraph 6.10, that advises not to exceed a rate of an emission every 5 seconds: 

 If an event occurs that causes a change of the presence document in a time of less than 5 seconds from the last 

issue, then the issue is delayed until the expiration of 5 seconds. 

 If occur more events that cause a change of the presence document in a time of less than 5 seconds from the 

last issue, then the various events are suitably combined in a single document of presence that is emitted at the 

end of the 5 seconds. 

The timed publication ensures that a large number of user-agenta can work simultaneously without 

causing an overload of the applications of the BCS Server. 

NAT TRAVERSAL 

The applications implement all the necessary techniques to operate also "behind-NAT", i.e. when the 

link between the application server and BCS is carried out by a router that changes the IP addresses of 

the packets in transit. Each private LAN with access to the internet has a router that defines an 

"internal" Network (which typically uses private IP addresses) and an "external" one (which typically 

uses public IP addresses), and allows you to manage only connections that originate from hosts on the 

"internal" network. 

The NAT traversal represents a considerable difficulty for VoIP/SIP applications that must apply 

techniques defined in different specific documents. BcsBar and Sèmki use the outbound SIP mechanism 

(RFC 5626 "Managing Client-Initiated Connections in the Session Initiation Protocol" ) to ensure the NAT 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5626
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crossing of the SIP signaling and a combination of STUN (RFC 5389 "Session Traversal Utilities for NAT" ), 

ICE (RFC 5245 "Interactive Connectivity Establishment: A protocol for NAT Traversal for Offer/Answer 

Protocols" ), turn (RFC 5766 "Traversal Using Relays around NAT: Relay Extensions to stun" ) for NAT 

crossing of media (audio and video). 

Thanks to the adopted NAT traversal techniques, applications can be carried out in any private network 

(provided communication with a BCS server) without the need for specific configurations. 

SAFETY 
If the client and server BCS are not located in the same network and communication takes place through 

a geographical network or the internet, it is appropriate that the communication takes place through 

encrypted channels to ensure the confidentiality of the information and their integrity. 

For this reason BcsBar and Sèmki are capable of encrypting both SIP signaling using TLS transport based 

on digital certificates both audio and video using SRTP. You can also set up your applications to opt-out 

of communications if not encrypted. 

 BCSBAR 

BcsBar is the name of the client application of BCS platform. It is a customizable and programmable soft-

phone that grants access to all the features of BCS. Further, since it is developed on standard protocols 

(for the list of the protocols for reference see "Appendix: Index of reference documents  " on page 47 ), 

it can operate in any context VoIP/SIP. It is an application for Windows Vista operating system or later 

then 32 or 64 bits. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE APPLICATION 

The application is internally structured in more levels outlined in the following diagram. 

 

UA 

PjMedia 

Libraries 

RADVISION  

SIP Stack 

Application and telephony 
logic implementation 

Signalling and media DLL 
protocols libraries 

BcsBar Graphical user interface 
programming interface. 

 

At the lowest level there are the libraries obtained under license by Alceo from other companies; these 

libraries are: 

  RADVISION® SIP Stack; libraries for the implementation of SIP protocol; 

 PjMedia® Libraries. Libraries for media management. 

At the intermediate level the actual implementation of a user-agent VoIP/SIP with all the features of a 

soft-phone can be found. 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5389
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5245
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5245
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5766
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The upper level, BcsBar gives the name to the entire application. It consists of a graphical user interface 

and a programming interface for the creation of plug-ins  for customization and integration with third-

party applications. 

USER-AGENT (UA) 

UA implements both  all the logic of signaling based on the SIP protocol and its official extensions, and 

the management of available media (voice, video, fax, chat, screen sharing); it also provides support for 

instant messaging, support of presence, some extensions for locations of contact-center, recording 

conversations, access to directories. 

Instant Messaging 

The UA is able to send and receive text messages inserted within general transactions. The supported 

character set is UTF-8 (8-bit Unicode Transformation Format ), variable-length coding of characters 

capable to represent any character in the Unicode standard while being reversely compatible with ASCII. 

Because of this it has quickly become the preferred encoding for email, XML, web pages and in all other 

situations in which you have streams of characters. 

Screen Sharing 

The function of screen sharing allows a user to show the contents of your screen to the remote party. 

In addition to showing the entire screen, the user can - alternatively - share an area of your screen or an 

application that is already running. 

You can also grant control of your screen to the remote party. 

The protocol of desktop sharing is based on the standard defined in "RFC 6143 - The Remote 

Framebuffer Protocol " which is derived from the Virtual Network Computing ( VNC ), the known 

instrument of screen sharing. 

At the moment there is no standardization of trading sessions of screen sharing through the SIP 

protocol. Therefore BcsBar performs a proprietary negotiation compatible only with other BcsBars. 

 Extensions for contact-center stations 

Previously we have described how the presence has been used to carry the status information of the 

operators of contact-center (see "The work " on page 12 ) and to enrich the user profile with the skills of 

operator of a contact-center (see "Management of user profile " on page 12 ). 

Another extension of the functional user-agent to the activities of a contact-center is the ability to carry 

the contact information in SIP messages. Contact information is additional information (i.e. not merely 

telephone information as, for example, an identification code of the customer) that is associated to a 

call by an operator (or from an IVR) and is "transported" together to call in case it passes to another 

operator; the latter operator can edit contact information too and pass the call to another operator. 

The steps of calls between an operator and the other are supported by operations of blind transfer or 

with supervision, of call forwarding, of interception or even a combination of these operations (the 

http://tools.ietf.org/rfc/rfc6143.txt
http://tools.ietf.org/rfc/rfc6143.txt
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operator transfers a call with contact information to the operator B; before the operator B meets the 

call it is intercepted by the operator C; the operator C has contact information). 

Multiple Identities 

UA incorporates the support of multiple identities. This allows more users of the system to operate by 

sharing  the same instance of UA. 

Emergency Calls 

It is possible to indicate in the configuration a proxy of emergency that is typically a local gateway to 

which direct calls if: 

 You call an emergency number; for example, number 112. 

 The BCS server is not reachable or is out of service. 

Tandem mode 

The tandem mode is a special mode of operation in which the telephone capabilities are performed by 

an IP Phone Snom controlled by BcsBar. The advantage of this solution is being able to take advantage 

of the telephone services even when BcsBar is not running. 

BCSBAR 

It represents the user interface of the user-agent as well as the public programming interface for 

integration with third-party applications. 

BcsBar incorporates the UA component described in the previous section. It is available in three 

different user interfaces: 

 One for the operators of contact-center. Designed using the style of the Windows taskbar. 

 One for home/office work. Designed as a regular floating window. 

 A specialized for operator type stations, it can also be used by partially sighted users. 

 

The application is fully programmable via COM objects and interfaces (Component Object Model , 

technology from Microsoft based on reusable software components regardless of the programming 

language used). In particular through these COM interfaces, reported in their entirety as BcsBar SDK , it 

is possible to extend the functionality of BcsBar, creating integrations with third party software. 

The methods and events of the SDK can be grouped into the following functional groups: 

 Handling phone calls; 

 Management of contact information associated with the call; 

 Management of instant messaging; 

 Management of information displayed by a display; 

 Management of presence information; 

 Access to the headings; 

 Management of user profile and preferences; 

 Management of I/O (keys, hook, display, ringtone) of some models of USB phones; 

 Managing chat sessions; 

 Screen sharing. 
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You can use the SDK directly from other Windows applications, or by providing the appropriate external 

extensions (plugins). These extensions must be made as dynamic link libraries (DLL, dynamic load 

library) and must be inserted in a particular folder of the installation of the BcsBar. When the application 

starts, BcsBar loads all the extensions that are present in the folder. 

The fax client 

Fax Managing BCS is the application that integrates BcsBar to allow a user to create and send a fax 

document. Here are the most important features: 

 Preparation of the fax document to be sent from various sources: scanner,  files, virtual printer. 

 Manual Declaration of recipients or selection from your Outlook address book, if available. 

 Setting parameters to Send: Send the frontispiece, optional text of the frontispiece, schedule the date and time 

sent. 

 The fax document, recipients and the parameters to be sent are passed to the fax server via BcsBar using 

protocols SIP and RTP; therefore there is no need to configure any parameter (new protocols, new servers, ...) 

for having the fax functionality. 

SÈMKI 

The Sèmki application for smartphone comes from Linphone project currently developed by Belledonne 

Communications and placed under the GNU General Public License . Because of the characteristics of 

this type of software Sèmki’s license is also a freely distributable software whose code is public (upon 

request) and editable (for non-commercial use only). 

New features were added to the original application and specifically designed for the platform BCS. In 

addition the application has been translated in Italian and a user manual in Italian was also made. 

ENERGY SAVING 

A VoIP communication application is constantly running even if most of the time the device that hosts it 

is in on rest (sleep mode ) or if not at rest, the application is running in the background . During these 

periods an efficient application limits to the minimum its activities to reduce energy consumption and 

extend the life of the device. 

When Sèmki is not in the foreground or the device is in sleep mode all SIP presence subscription are 

closed. It also runs a refresh of the SIP registration to raise to 60 minutes the next refresh and to inform 

the BCS server that the application is suspended and finally the keep-alive SIP registration is reduced to 

a period of ten minutes. 

This means that Sèmki "wakes up" for a few moments every 10 minutes for the keep-alive (this is an 

activity in which the application sends a "ping" of 4 bytes on the connection established with the server 

and expects a "pong" of 2 bytes from the server) or for the refresh of the SIP registration. 

If a call or instant message arrives while the application is suspended, they would be lost and this would 

be unacceptable. For this reason BCS and Sèmki implement the mechanism of push notifications. This 

mechanism of push notifications shifts the activity of continuous listening to the server (the server of 

the push notifications service center, not the BCS server). 
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When a call or an instant message arrives for an instance of Sèmki while suspended, the BCS server 

sends a push notification to the push notifications service center that forwards it to the device in sleep 

mode. Upon arrival of the notification it instantly wakes up the application so that it can receive a call or 

a message. 

The service center is closely linked to the operating system in use: for Android service it is Google Cloud 

Messaging , for iOS service it is Apple Push Notification Service , for Windows Phone service it is 

Windows Notification Service . 

AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF THE NETWORK 

For a mobile device the change of network (typically from data network to wi-fi or vice versa) is a 

common occurrence. 

From the point of view of applying a VoIP/SIP it represents a quite difficult event to handle, especially if  

it must be carried out automatically and without service interruption. 

Sèmki is able to perform in an efficient manner the operation. When Sèmkì detects that there has been 

a change of configuration of the network or that the existing connection to the server is no longer 

available, it immediately performs a refresh of the SIP registration to update the "flow" with the BCS 

server and then performs a reINVITE on all existing sessions to update the sending and receiving address 

of the media. 
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4. APPENDIX: TYPICAL SCENARIOS OF INSTALLATION 
The platform BCS was expressly designed with the goal to offer a veritable infrastructure of corporate 

communication, on the same IP network used for data, but is also capable, thanks to VoIP protocols to 

communicate effectively through the Internet network, and with the ever more numerous realities that 

have accepted this standard. 

The location of the client and the server, their mutual position, the channels of communication with the 

land lines and mobile access via the internet, the integration with corporate infrastructure, are all 

aspects that are manageable with wide flexibility thanks to the modularity of the platform. 

In this section some typical installation scenarios are provided for the sake of example. The variation 

from one scenario to another can be performed with ease and almost always without service 

interruption. 

INSTALLATION TYPE IP-PBX  

This is the typical scenario of a 

company that decides to replace a 

traditional PBX with a VoIP System 

without revolutionize the existing 

organization. 

The voice connection with the outside 

world is guaranteed by a VoIP gateway/ 

ISDN Patton® which connects to the 

already existing ISDN lines. BCS 

provides services of PBX to stations 

located in the same place or connected 

in a private LAN. 

The installation of a GSM gateway and 

the activation of the SMSgw module 

add voice and instant messaging over 

cellular networks. 

The access of BCS to internet adds 

several reliable ways of 

communication. 

 The VoIP gateway VoIP/Softrunk 

module allows you to replace (or 

complement) ISDN and GSM lines 

with VoIP lines of ITSP (Internet Telephony Service Provider), which usually offer inexpensive phone rates. 

The same module Softrunk constitutes the bridge between BCS and the Skype community through service 

Skype Connect™. 

 Asterisk
®
 and/or Adobe Media Server

®
 allows customers to call  business users (voice, video or chat) through 

applications inserted in web pages. 
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 Business users that are located outside of the corporate headquarters can have all the services provided by BCS 

even remotely via internet. 

 Business users can communicate with users of other VoIP systems everywhere in the world. 

To allow BCS to access the internet specific configuration and some network requirements are required 

(NAT traversal, DNS, public IP addresses static). The complexity of the installation is similar to that 

required for the installation of a mail server.  

 VOIP ISLAND AND COEXISTENCE WITH TRADITIONAL PBX 

If the company has a traditional exchange (PBX) and does not intend to retire completely or immediately 

the traditional internal telephone network, it is possible perform an installation that allows the 

coexistence between BCS and the PBX. 

There are two ways of connecting the two systems: 

 

Public telephone lines established on voice-gateway of BCS (via ISDN lines or VoIP/SIP splices). This is 

the BCS gateway that, specifically programmed, routes the calls either to the traditional PBX or to VoIP 

users of BCS. This setup type requires zero or minimal reprogramming of the traditional PBX; but a 

failure of the voice-gateway causes the total insulation of both the company from the telephone 

network  as well as the isolation of VoIP users from traditional ones within the company. 

 

Public telephone lines established on voice-gateway of BCS 

Public telephone lines established on the PBX, BCS connected to the junction of the PBX (ISDN lines or 

VoIP/SIP splices). This solution is more expensive because it requires an expansion of the PBX (the 

junction boards with BCS, any additional lines to support the expansion of the system) and a 

reconfiguration. It is preferable if the company does not intend to retire the traditional PBX even in the 
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long term and if BCS is dedicated to users with specialized tasks, for example, operators of contact-

centers. 

  

Public telephone lines established on the PBX, BCS connected to the junction of the PBX 

Whichever route of communication between the two systems, the installation of BCS is very similar to 

the one described in the first scenario ("Installation type IP-PBX  " on page 43 ); the main difference 

consisting in programming more complexly the voice-gateway. 

INSTALLATION IN GEOGRAPHICAL NETWORK 

Many midsize businesses are distributed across multiple locations connected together through WAN 

geographical networks made with MPLS technology (Multi-Protocol Label Switching ) or VPN Site-to-site. 

The installation of BCS in this case is very similar to the one described in the first scenario ("Installation 

type IP-PBX  " on page 43 ) as far as the geographical network can be likened to a large private network. 

In this scenario you proceeds with the installation of a single server BCS, possibly in the bigger and most 

active branch of the company. 

The geographical network still has two not negligible issues compared to a local network. 

 Limitations of bandwidth between the various segments. 

 Lower robustness. 

Data band limitation between various segments. On a local network the traffic generated by VoIP 

applications is very limited, if compared to the capacity offered by a modern Ethernet connectivity so in 

most cases it is not necessary to take any particular precaution when installing BCS in a local network. In 

geographical network the bandwidth available between the various network segments is one or two 

orders of magnitude lower than that of a local network; therefore the matter cannot be 
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underestimated. BCS Server includes the software module WanCAC as a solution for the control of the 

data band or CAC (Call Admission Control ) in a geographical network. 

WanCAC requires an accurate configuration in which all segments of the geographical network and their 

capacity in terms of bandwidth must be declared. It is supplied by the SIP proxy of the platform and 

maintains the status of all streams VoIP/RTP managed by the platform. Based on this information, it tells 

SipProxy if a new call can be accepted or denied due to the reaching of the threshold set to one of the 

network segments involved in this call. 

The lower strength of the geographical network. Given its complexity and dependence on a plurality of 

elements, a geographical network is inherently less robust than a simple local network. If every branch 

of the company owns its own gateway for the connection to the public telephone network, you can 

configure the system so that in the event of lack of connectivity with the BCS servers, basic telephone 

services are guaranteed (incoming calls, outgoing calls) via the local gateway. 

 BCS SERVER AT A DATA-CENTER 

Dedicated companies offering virtual server hosted in large data-center equipped with the best 

standards of reliability and security are spreading quickly. 

The BCS server lends itself perfectly to this type of installation. This eliminates the costs of acquisition 

and maintenance of the machines that host BCS at the company. The natural complement to this type of 

installation is the purchase of VoIP telephone lines at an ITSP (Internet Telephony Provider Servce ) that 

eliminates the need of the last hardware device i.e. the voice-gateway. 

An installation of this kind requires an adequate bandwidth capacity between the company and the 

data-center. 

Data center

Company A – branch office N or remote 

user MCompany A – headquarter 1

Company A BCS centralized infrastructure virtual machine (Windows
®
)

IVR Server
Customer service + call recoder, 

voicemail, fax server, call parking, 

mobility extension

AUDIO/RTP

AUDIO/RTP

SIP

Soft-phone PC
or

Contact center PC

MWI Message Waiting Indicator

Presence

Contact-center code, ACD, SBR

SIP Proxy

SIP

SIP

DB (SQL Server
®
)

Configuration, statistics, 

call recordings

Soft-phone PC
or

Contact center PC
AUDIO+VIDEO/SRTP

PC con soft-phone
o

postazione contact-

center

AUDIO+VIDEO/SRTP (**)

SIPS + Connection Reuse (RFC5923)

SIPS + Connection Reuse (RFC5923)

SIPS + Connection Reuse (RFC5923)

AUDIO/SRTP (*)

AUDIO/SRTP (*)

Virtual machines (Windows
®
, CentOS™) for shared services

Asterisk
WebRTC gateway

STUN and TURN 

Server

UDP and TCP transport

Server MRCP
Text To Speech (TTS)

Automatic Speech Recognition 

(ASR)

TIFF renderer
Transformation of PDF, DOCX, 

XLSX, … documents to TIFF 

images

VoIP 

Interface

WebRTC 

interface

Softrunk

VoIP 

Interface

VoIP 

Interface

SIP

AUDIO+VIDEO/SRTP (*)

SIP+MRCP

AUDIO/RTP

Web Services

TURN per CHAT+FILETRANSFER/MSRP

T
o

 c
o

m
p

a
n

y
 v

irtu
a

l m
a

c
h

in
e

s

NAT NAT

NAT

Data center

Softswitch

(*) Depending on the data center NAT type, the TURN protocol could be required

(**) Depending on the company branches NAT type, the TURN protocol could be required

PSTN

Customer PC web browser)
Customer on the phone

WebAdmin
 Web application for system 

administration and configuration

HTTPS

SIP/websocketAUDIO+VIDEO/SRTP (*)
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5. APPENDIX: INDEX OF REFERENCE DOCUMENTS  

SIP 

 RFC 3261 SIP Session Initiation Protocol 

 RFC 3263 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Locating SIP Servers 

 RFC 3265 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Specific Event Notification 

 RFC 3428 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Extension for Instant Messaging 

 RFC 3515 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Refer Method 

 RFC 3665 Basic Call Flow Examples 

 RFC 3891 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) "Replaces" Header 

 RFC 3892 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Referred-By Mechanism 

 RFC 3842 A Message Summary and Message Waiting Indication Event Package for the Session Initiation 

Protocol (SIP) 

 RFC 4028 Session Timers in the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

 Draft-ietf-SIP-gruu-0 6 Obtaining and Using the Globally Routable User Agent (UA) URIs (GRUU) in the 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

 RFC 5589 Session Initiation Protocol Call Control - Transfer 

 RFC 5359 Session Initiation Protocol Service Examples 

PRESENCE  

 RFC 3856 to Presence Event Package for the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

 RFC 3863 Presence Information Data Format (PIDF) 

 RFC 3903 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Extension for Event State Publication 

 RFC 4479 A Data Model for Presence 

 RFC 4480 RPID: Rich Presence Extensions to the Presence Information Data Format (PIDF) 

 RFC 4482 CIPID: Contact Information for the Presence Information Data Format 

 RFC 4827 an Extensible Markup Language (XML) Configuration Access Protocol (XCAP) Usage for 

manipulating Presence Document Contents 

 RFC 5262 Presence Information Data Format (PIDF) Extension for Partial Presence 

 RFC 5263 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) extension for Partial Notification of Presence Information 

 RFC 5264 Publication of Partial Presence Information 

SDP 

 RFC 2327 SDP: Session Description Protocol 

 RFC 3890 A Transport Independent Bandwidth Modifier for the Session Description Protocol (SDP) 

RTP 

 RFC 3550 RTP: To Transport Protocol For Real-Time Applications 

 RFC 2833 RTP Payload for DTMF Digits, Telephony Tones and Telephony Signals 

 RFC 3389 Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) Payload for Comfort Noise (CN) 

 RFC 3555 MIME Type Registration of RTP Payload formats 
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NAT TRAVERSAL 

 RFC 5626 Client-Initiated Managing connections in the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

 RFC 6314 NAT Traversal Practices for SIP Client-Server 

  RFC 3327 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Extension Header Field for Registering Non-Adjacent Contacts 

 RFC 5923 Connection Reuse in the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

 RFC 3581 An Extension to the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for Symmetric Response Routing 

 RFC 5389 Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) 

 RFC 5245 Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE): A protocol for Network Address Translator (NAT) 

traversal for Offer/Answer Protocols 

FAX 

 ITU-T T.30 Procedures for document facsimile transmission in the general switched telephone network 

 ITU-T T.38 Procedures for real-time Group 3 Facsimile communication over IP networks 

SPEECH CODING 

 ITU-T G.711 Pulse code modulation (PCM) of voice frequencies 

 ITU-T G.722 : 7 kHz audio-coding within 64 kbit/s 

 ITU-T G.726 40, 32, 24, 16 kbit/s adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM) 

 ITU-T G.729 coding of speech at 8 kbit/s using conjugated-algebraic structure-code-excited linear-prediction 

(CS-ACELP) 

 RFC4222 Internet Low Bitrate Codec (iLBC) 

 ETSI EN 300 961 GSM 06.10 

ENCODING YOUR VIDEO 

 ITU-T H.263 video coding for low bit rate communication 

 RFC 4629 RTP Payload Format for ITU-T Rec. H.263 Video 

 The TU-T H.264 or Advanced Video Coding for generic audiovisual services 

 RFC 6184 RTP Payload Format for H.264 Video 

BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT 

 RFC 1349 Type of Service in the Internet Protocol Suite 

 RFC 2474 definition of the Differentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 Headers 

 RFC 2475 An Architecture for Differentiated Services 

CHAT 

 RFC 4975 The Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) 

 RFC 4976 Relay Extensions for the Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) 

 RFC 3994 Indication of Message Composition for Instant Messaging 

SCREEN SHARING 

 RFC 4976 The Remote Framebuffer Protocol 


